Additional study material
List the most ancient civilizations you know about!

1.Considering that the classic

school systems started evolving
only in the ancient times, here the
purpose of these institutions was
somewhat different; children were
placed here to help their
presenting through socialization
and learning about matching and
all the Feelings presented so far.
They also learned about the
structure of Composite Land, the
contradictory land’s people, their
institutions and the expected
social behaviors — like an early
type of civilization class!

2.Even

though most of
ShadowLand was dangerous for a
LightLander, there were some
exceptions, where they collided
ed
outside of Middle City. At schools,
teachers of both kind could be
found, to help the socializing with
the people of the contradictory
land from an early age. Also, other
jobs, like merchant, doctor,
carpenter, and so on required
people to travel through the
borders, as they would help each
other out in everyday life.

Did you ever think about what happened between the Stone
Age and the Ancient Age? Due to lack of evidence, not many
people acknowledge this, but in that long period of time, there
was a civilization known as the people of Composite Land.
There are many mysteries in connection with the whereabouts
of the place and the language used there. Only a few maps and
written artifacts were found, originally in the language of
Ancient civilizations by people who left Composite Land, and
later rewritten by explorers. The knowledge we have gathered
so far is that everyone was born with a characteristic called
"Feeling," which differed individually. Some might have been
really similar but there were no identical ones.

STRUCTURE
The name of the place means "Composite Land" in their own
language. The exact location of the city is unknown; we only
know how it looked thanks to the maps drawn originally by
Landers, then redrawn by explorers.
The structure of the land consisted of three main parts:
"LightLand"- where the people with "Light Feelings" lived,
"ShadowLand" — the home of the ones with "Shadow
Feelings" — and "Middle City," where both could be found.
There is also a "Periphery," where the people who were
considered outliers for some reason assembled. The
“Unknown areas” around the city existed because Landers
didn’t explore other territories; most of them only knew how
Composite Land looked.
The structure of the territory also defined the society and the
way people lived there. The first and foremost thing that the Lighters and the Shadowers
were supposed to do is matching. This meant people with contradictory feelings — such
as sadness and happiness — needed to find their "feeling match", much like a soulmate,
so they went to the Middle City to find each other. This is what brought balance and
peace among people, because from the collision of those complementary feelings a new
one would be born just as a new person comes to life. After matching, they would settle
down in Middle City, and start a family. When a baby was born, their parents did not
know if they were Shadowers or Lighters. Usually they would observe the child's basic
behavior to decide, and when the child was old enough, they sent them to school according
to their putative feeling: a Shadower to ShadowLand’s school and a Lighter to
LightLand’s school. It is called “presenting”, when a child shows the decisive signs of their
Feeling for the first time. 1.
Most of the time, people of all three lands lived peacefully with each other. Although
mixing up was normal in Middle City, no crimes happened, because by the time a child
could move back there, they were socialized enough to not let their Feeling control their
behavior. This was especially important when it came to Shadow feelings, since
maleficious intentions had to be suppressed in order to prevent crimes from happening.
2.

In matching, the key point was to embrace one’s Feeling to the point, where they
could sense the other’s as their perfect (opposite) match. If the socializing process
in school was successful, the person didn’t feel the need to live up to their Feeling,
just to look for their complementary person. Finding them meant both of their
souls getting balanced, thus the “matched” couples in Middle City were no longer
a threat to society, even if their Feeling could have caused maleficious intentions
rising in them before.
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1.

PEOPLE OF COMPOSITE LAND
Research: How do languages form? How did the first sounds made by humans evolve to speaking?
LANGUAGE
They used a spoken language - called “Effect” - which
was hard to learn. It evolved with their soul and
personality, since every word is understood, but it can’t
be spoken by those who don’t understand what it is.
However it was always a personal interpretation, not a
unified system of words and grammar. It was something
they felt, and that is how they understood each other.
Grammar and structure were also defined by their
personality, Shadowers’ and Lighters’ way of speaking
could be differentiated, as everyone’s language is
individual by tone, structure, vocabulary, etc.

3.As

an example, let’s say A and B are talking about love. A
mentions love and B understands what is told to them, but they can’t
say it yet, because they haven’t experienced it. What occurs is that A
uses their individual word, which means love – as A interpret it,
themselves – but B doesn’t know love yet, so they don’t have their word
for it, so they cannot say it.
This shouldn’t be imagined as B talking and suddenly they want to
say love and go mute – so it’s blank – rather, the emphasis is on how
their individual word hasn’t appeared yet, so they paraphrase it.

In Composite Land, there wasn't a unified written language due to the diversity of the spoken language. There are
some written artifacts from people who left Composite Land, but they weren't written in their own language. The
extension of the documents is thanks to those people meeting other civilizations, learning that language, writing down
their own thoughts and memories in the newly learnt language, or mixing it up with their own. The original meaning
might have been partly lost in translation, because Landers used language differently, including grammar, vocabulary
and interpretation of the words.
4.Exchange of goods was the usual

method for payment; however, wealth
was defined in terms of one’s social
“suitability”. A “suitable” person was
matched and married, with wellbehaving children – meaning no
member of the family could threat the
balanced peace of Middle City – who
became as helpful for the society as
possible, both in their job (for example
as a famously skillful craftsman, or a
really competent teacher) and in their
everyday life.

5.People

of the Periphery were
originally outliers who committed
malicious crimes, less frequently old
and single individuals – sometimes
widows – who left Middle City
voluntarily. They were separated from
society, forming a new type of assembly
among themselves.

SOCIETY
Eventhough there were no actual leaders of the society, families with better
connections had more influence in their hands. 4.
If something extraordinary happened—for example, if someone committed a crime,
commoners would usually turn to these prestigious families for advice, although
these questions wouldn’t cause a scene among people; decisions were made in
huddles most of the time.
Problems started to appear more frequently, when by having more matches and
therefore births, the extreme Feelings altered to less obviously “Shadow” or “Light”
Feelings, often causing parents to confuse the signs their child was showing. More
and more children being sent to the wrong side’s school resulted them not being
able to embrace or control their Feeling completely, which made it harder for them
to find a match.
Also a more complex Feeling meant a more complex mind, thus perceptibly people
remained single, or left Middle City for the Periphery. 5.
If someone’s spouse passed away, the widow most of the time moved back to their homeland, and
usually soon died themselves, presumably due to the sudden lack of balance in their soul.

Throughout time, people of the Periphery have significantly grown
in number, since many left Middle City to free themselves from
the closed-off society and try to explore the unknown territories.
These emigration waves caused the Periphery to expand until it
was no longer part of Composite Land, but rather disappeared
from its map. 6.

6.From the written artefacts we know, that the people who
left Composite Land then joined other civilizations, often
adding to the culture there. Supposedly, their diverse and
developed Feelings helped the next civilizations to learn more
about themselves, as humans. They assimilated over time, and
then slowly Composite Land quit its formerly isolated
existence.

Look at some of the Ancient civilizations’ cultures you have listed at the top of the chapter. In what parts of our
human life did they make something new?
Throughout your studies you must have learnt about people who might had
not always made it big at the time they lived, but their work wasn’t in vain; for
the later generations their character meant “someone who were before their
time.” Their ideas, their uniqueness opened the doors for eras’ mankind to
upgrade their mindset and welcome new technologies as the key of moving
forward. Think about modern ways to commemorate their ideology.

2.

